The Angama Mara Experience
“WHAT CAN MY CLIENTS DO DURING THEIR STAY
IN THE MARA TRIANGLE?”

SAFARIS
Game drives at Angama Mara are planned according to what the guests would like to do as there is no set
programme. Descending down Angama Mara’s private road, 10-minutes later guests enter the Reserve. Even
though there is game a-plenty around the lodge, the heart of the action takes place in one of Africa’s most
iconic year-round Big Five destinations – the Mara Triangle.

HOT AIR BALLOONING
Watch the hot air balloon as it is inflated, with a steaming cup of Kenyan coffee in hand. Just before dawn
lift off into the skies, witnessing the sunrise and a multitude of animals below while floating over the Mara.
Come back down to earth for a champagne breakfast in the middle of the savannah’s endless plains.

WALKING SAFARIS
Guests have access to over a huge tract of wilderness along the Siria Escarpment. Escorted by a Maasai
naturalist guide, walks can be as long or short as guests prefer. Discover the smaller details – fascinating
plants, birds, insects and animals and the role they play in traditional Maasai beliefs and customs.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Visit Angama Mara’s Photographic Studio for a private tutorial with our on-site wildlife photographer who
will help you come to grips with your camera. Hire photographic equipment or learn more about the editing
process on our large-screen Apple desktops. Explore the Mara on a private photographic safari with one of
our resident specialist guides. Those who prefer to put down their cameras, the in-house photographer can
capture these special moments in a professional photoshoot.

THE SHAMBA
Explore Angama Mara’s one-acre lovely kitchen garden followed by a soil-to-fork lunch under towering moth
trees. Crusty bread, local cheese, chilled rosé and the freshest of salads served with the Mara as a backdrop
– what could be better?

OUT OF AFRICA PICNICS
Intimate private picnics for two (maximum four) on the Out of Africa kopje featured on the movie’s iconic
poster. Checked blankets, comfy cushions, canvas safari chairs, a picnic and sparkling wine on ice – everything
you could need for elegant romance.

SUNDOWNERS IN THE MAASAI BOMA
Traditional dawa (local mojito) in hand, toast the sun as it descends behind the Rift Valley from the vantage
point of the lodge’s Sundowner Boma to the sound of Maasai warriors as they perform singing, dancing
and jumping.

BUSH BBQ
Gather in a lantern-lit forest for dinner cooked over the coals. Guests dine family-style at long, wooden
tables, off enamel plates with dishcloths for napkins. It’s fun, it’s relaxed and most of all, it’s delicious.

VISIT OUR BEADING STUDIO
Leading off the Safari Shop is a sunny studio for Maasai ladies who come daily to bead bespoke items. Guests
can try their hand at beading or perhaps have the ladies bead a name bracelet or an item of their clothing.
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RUN WITH A KENYAN
Join the Angama Running Club and see how you fare against this nation of great athletes as you jog along
the Escarpment with the possibility of encountering plains game such as giraffe and zebra along the way.

VISIT A MAASAI MANYATTA
Here, guests enjoy a rare opportunity of gaining a deeper understanding into every day lives of the Maasai,
their ways, and their fascinating culture, while shopping for keepsakes to take home.

MARA CONSERVANCY CANINE PATROL TRAINING
A hands-on opportunity to learn about the invaluable work of the Mara Conservancy’s canine unit. Observe
and participate in training exercises and see if you can outsmart these determined canines.

IN AND AROUND THE LODGE
Take a stroll up the Out of Africa kopje, burn up some energy in the Fitness Room; put in some lengths in the
12m swimming pool, catch a few rays or read a booking around the pool whilst soaking up the view; do some
shopping in our lovely Safari Shop; hang out with the chefs in the lodge kitchen; hide away in the Library
and browse through any one of the numerous books on East Africa or watch a movie from the African film
collection; or indulge in an in-room full body Swedish massage.

OR SIMPLY DO NOTHING AT ALL … IT’S THAT KIND OF PLACE
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INCLUDED IN THE RATE:

AT AN ADDITIONAL COST:

Safaris (6 guests per vehicle)

Hot air ballooning*

Walking Safaris

Privately guided photographic safaris*

Use of the Photographic Studio

Lens and camera rentals* and printing of images

Run with a Kenyan

Maasai manyatta visit

Private Shamba lunch*

Mara Conservancy Canine Patrol Training*

Private Out of Africa picnic lunch*
PLEASE NOTE:

Massages, manicures and pedicures (all in-tent)
Private safari vehicles*

All the items marked with an asterisk* are in very high demand during our Peak Season months
and should be requested well in advance to avoid disappointment.
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